WELCOME TO
CHANNEL 17/
Town Meeting
TV AT THE CENTER
FOR MEDIA* AND
DEMOCRACY/CCTV.
CCTV Started IN
1984 AS A WAY FOR
PEOPLE TO use
TELEVISION TO TELL
STORIES ABOUT
THEMSELVES and
share OPINIONS
about the world.

turn on the tv
To see your
NEIGHBORS and
yourself.
everyone has a
STORy TO TELL.

Welcome to the Channel 17 Video Assignment Book.
This Book CONTAINS a series of activities designed to
teach you about using the camera, telling a story,
asking questions and getting good shots.
You can do the Assignments in any order.
Some work better in groups or with a partner, so you
may need to find a friEnd to work with on this.

* MEDIA IS ANYTHING THAT
CONVEYS A MESSAGE.
ADVERTISEMENTS,
NEWSPAPERS,WEB PAGES,
TELEVISON, THE RADIO, ARE
ALL EXAMPLES OF MEDIA.

Find out my
story on
page 15

contentS:
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How to
special effects in cAmera
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CrossWord
Make your own tv
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In this exercise i
want you to take
on the
perspective of an
object. I Am
Dziga Vertov, a
russian
filmmaker. I
worked for the
russian
government
from 1917 until
the 1940's. One
of my most
famous films,
"A Man with a
movie camera,"
details, from a
wide variety of
perspectives,
russian city Life
in 1929.

Assignment 1
CHOOSE ANY OBJECT IN THE ROOM AND WRITE
what IT is ON THE LINE: (for example "trash Can")
______________________

IMAGINE your object has "eyes"
Videotape 10-20 seconds from THE
Perspective or "point of view"
of thE object.
Photo from: http://www.filmreference.com/Directors-Ve-Y/Vertov-Dziga.html
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Framing makes
pictures
interesting.
Framing is how much
or little of your
subject you choose
to SHow with your
camera. Framing is
about the space
around your
subject.

Assignment 2
SET YOUR CAMERA IN a secure location or have a
friend hold it. stand in front of the camera and
turn the LCD screen to face you.

Push recorD.
1. how much of your face can fit into the screen?
2. Back up so you fit your Head to toes.
3. pretend to push on the side wall of the "frame"
and Have someone move the camera slightly to
make it look like you are actually "pushing" the
frame.
4. have someone gently shake the camera. AN
earthquake! act as if you are in an earthquake...

Make Sure Your Camera IS
RECORDING ALL OF THIS!!!!
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Go to the studio and record a few minutes of you
and your group using the bluescreen. Use your
camera to:
1. record some shots using the bluescreen,
2. record some shots of the control room and
operator explaining the process
3. give the operator your tape to record your group
using bluescreen technology.
NOT AT THE STUDIO? Skip this activity.

Assignment 4
Videotape someone from your group demonstrating, an
action such as tying your shoe, doing a somersault, making
a telephone call or another action of your choice.
USE:
*three diferent angles
*three shot types such as
medium, close-up or wide shots
*keep it short
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Assignment 5

movies use special effects to make things
look, extreme, dramatic, old, magical, etc.
MOST OF THESE EFFECTS ARE APPLIED AFTER
FILMING, DIGITALLY, DURING EDITING. THERE
ARE SOME FUN EFFECTS YOU CAN USE TO
CREATE illusions USING materials at hand.
HOMEMADE FILTERS

THE DISAPPEARING ACT
1. when recording, pause
change the action and then
resume recording. It will
look as though magically
the action changed. For
ex: someone sitting in a
chair, freeze action, stop
recording, Remove the
chair Start recording
resume action (falling)
you have created a special
dissapperaing act.

2. Use Saran wrap, a
thin scarf, a plastic bag
or something else that
is see through but can
create an illusion when
you RECORD THROUGH IT.
Forced perspective
4.Set up the camera to
record different
elements in extreme
perspective to one
another. Illusion fools
the eye into making
objects appear farther,
closer, larger or smaller
than they actually are.

DOLLY SHOTS
3. Move the camera
and smoothly

slowly

(as if on wheels or "dolly")

towards the subject
WHILE zooming out. OR
Move Away from the
subject while zooming in.
With Practice can be used to
Create an eerie or dramatic
effect.
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photo credit: http://www.flickr.com/photos/stuandgravy/

Assignment 6

Below is a list of IMAGES that Represent real
public service announcements (PSA).

A PSA is like an ad, but instead of selling you a thing it is
trying to convince you to take an action.

Action:

lt Use
Seatbe Mets
l
Bike He size
Excer ting
lan
Tree P eading
Book R

Image(s):
Statement (or FAct):

Message:

List an action one of the above
would try to get you to take.
List an image and a statement
the filmmaker might use.
What is their message?

you make?
What PSA will
Action:
Image(s):
ts:
Statement/Fac
Message:
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extreme close up (ECU)

close up (CU)

Medium Shot (MS)

wide shot

medium wide
shot (MWS)

establishing shot
(ES)

birds Eye

cat's eye
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Assignmen

Here is an example of a very simple storyBOARD.

1.Medium Shot
planting

2.Close Up
watering

3.Wide Shot
sun

4. Med Wide Shot
first growth

5. Wide Shot
full grown

Script:
"The process of growing plants begins with a tiny seed, with care, the right
conditions and time it will grow and reward your patience with beauty and
companionship." instrumental music soft background overlay
Now Make up your own Very simple script and draw A
storyboard with shot directions.

describe the shots. use the terms you learned:

SCRIPT:
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Use the storyboard below to record a short
Public Service Announcement about Channel 17
and the center for media and democracy.

Assignment 8
audio/storyline

shot type
details

"Welcome to
294 North
Winooski
Avenue. You
may not know it,
but this place is
totally cool!"

Static M.W
(medium wide)
frame of talent
standing next
to the 294 sign.
Pan. Talent
about to walk in
the building's
front door.

"It's the home
of CCTV, the
Center for
Media and
Democracy and
Channel 17"

Hand-held C.U
(close up)
opening door.

O.S (off
screen): "This
is community
access, the
door is open to
you.."

Find Channel
17 person
sitting at their
computer. M.W
shot with
computer in
frame.

Ask question:
"What is the
Center for
Media and
Democracy?
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StoryBoard Template
CU=Close Up detail of a person, object or scene
MS=Medium Shot Head and shoulders, out from subject
WS=Wide Shot Shows the whole scene, whole person
ES=Establishing Shot Shows where scene is taking place

Tell a short story or piece of a story here,
audio/storyline

music

C.U frame of
the channel 17
poster in
hallway.

music

W.S (wide shot)
of talent
walking down
hallway towards
the studio.

"Hi. this is
channel 17
summer
camp."

Wide shot of
talent at studio
desk.
Include
cameras.

"I have
somthing to
tell you."

Medium Wide
shot of talent
behind studio
desk.

Name:

DATE:
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StoryBoard Template
CU=Close Up detail of a person, object or scene
MS=Medium Shot Head and shoulders, out from subject
WS=Wide Shot Shows the whole scene, whole person
ES=Establishing Shot Shows where scene is taking place

Assignment 9

Tell a short story or piece
of a story here, using words,
pictures and describing the shots.

audio/storyline

shot type
details

audio/storyline

shot type
details

audio/storyline

shot type
details

audio/storyline

shot type
details

Name:

DATE:
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Look inside the word QUESTION and you find a
QUEST. A journey into the lives, interests and
thoughts of another person, group or idea.

WHO
WHAT
Assignment 10
WHY
WHERE
1. design an Open ended question, using one of the words
WHEN at
right, that you might ask someone.
HOW
and
Tell ME...
find someone to ask and record their
answer using a close up shot.
2. Design a question that starts with one of the words on the
right that you would ask someone you just met.

find someone to ask and record their answer using a
medium shot.
3. what might be the next question you ask them? (the follow
up question.)

Record the answer using a close up shot.
4. Design a question that begins with HOW. Record the
answer using a wide shot.

star

t her
e
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Help me
get to
the
meeting

The Story of A
Young Inventor
At the age of 11 in 1918, Philo Farnsworth moved to his new home in Idaho.
This new home had something that his family had never lived with before,
Electricity! Philo loved to read, but he had a particular knack for working with
electricity. he fixed the farm equipment, he built machines to do farm chores
that had usually been done by hand, and he imagined and tinkered. his faimliy
couldn't afford books, but the previos home's occupants had left behind a stash
of science and invention magazines that he used to cultivte and nourish his
imagination and discoveries. one realm particularly entranced him, the idea of
sending "pictures through the air." some early names for these invention were:
“radioscope,” “teleramophone,” “radiovisor,” “telephonoscope,” and finally
“television.” Philo studied, and met a teacher who aided and awed at his
abilities. His burning ambition was to understand how pictures could be
transmited using electricity "The summer of 1921 found Philo T. Farnsworth,
age fourteen, strapped to a horse-drawn disc-harrow, cultivating a potato field
row by row, turning the soil and dreaming about television to relieve the
monotony. As the open summer sun blazed down on him, he stopped for a
moment and turned around to survey the afternoon’s work. In one vivid
moment, everything he had been thinking about and studying synthesized in a
novel way, and a daring idea crystallized in this boy’s brain. As he surveyed the
field he had plowed one row at a time, he suddenly imagined trapping light in
an empty jar and transmitting it one line at a time on a magnetically deflected
beam of electrons." After this he worked on the plans and developed a drawing
which he shared with his teacher, Mr Tolman. He left in Tolman's possesion a
diagram of his thoughts. At the age of 15 he had drawn the plans upon which
the modern television of today was built. Around the same time another
inventor also formulated ideas similar to Philo's and applied for a patent. Philo
was able to use the drawing held by Tolman to prove that he too had "invented"
television and his name was also attached to the patent.
source: http://www.farnovision.com/tbwit/chapter1.html
i wonder what philo would think of the
television of today. The internet!?!?
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what kind of communication system would you
invent? Draw it here:

how do you imagine it
being used?
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what are the
people doing
inside that
box? how can
we get them
out?

why are
we
watching
this box?
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make your own tv
box
you can glue this page to card stock, cut, fold and
make your own little tv. little puppets on sticks
work well as the right size talent
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thank you for being part of
cctv - center for media and
democracy and Channel 17/
town meeting tv by making
your own media!

